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Senko Holds the 2012 Craftsmanship Competition Championship 

 

From September 15 to September 16, 2012, SENKO Co., Ltd. held the "2012 Craftsmanship Competition 
Championship" at Crefeel Koto (Higashiomi-shi, Shiga Prefecture), the company's traffic safety training facility. 
Contestants who won the semi-finals among twelve blocks nationwide competed to test their skills and knowledge 
they have honed everyday. 

 

As a part of Senko Group's efforts to bolster the forefront of its business, the competition aims to enhance the 
expertise of its operations and foster the development of skills, with the ultimate goal of improving safety, quality, 
and productivity.  

 

The fifth event of its kind, the competition strove to reach beyond the heights achieved in the past. Positioning it as 
"the event where the winners of the regionals compete and where the best talents are selected," the company 
renamed the competition to "Championship" and raised the bar of the contest. Over 200 employees from branches 
and sales divisions the contestants belong to came to give their support, adding to the excitement of the games. 

 

The competition comprised three divisions: driver, operator (forklift), and office (telephone). Twenty people 
participated in the driver division and competed over a variety of skills, including driving through such courses as 
bottlenecks and zigzags between obstacles, as well as pulling over the road two tracks. More advanced events 
included driving through severe bottlenecks and driving through a log bridge with the left front tire touching the 
bridge throughout. 

 

In the operator division, eighteen people participated. The participants competed over basic skills, such as operating 
a handle on a car lane and a mast in a loading area. In addition, the participants contended in advanced challenges, 
such as operating a forklift in a narrow area, where operating skills based on a thorough knowledge of the 
counterlift was required.  

 

Meanwhile, in the office (telephone) division, twenty nine people participated. The contestants competed over four 
minutes on their telephone skills, such as handling customer inquiries about the company products and inquiries 
from the recipients of deliveries. 

 

At the award ceremony, President Yasuhisa Fukuda commented as follows. "All of you have cleared the very 
challenging events. You are true pros. I encourage you to endeavor further in honing your skills on site." 
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The results of the competition are as follows. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

【Results of the Senko 2012 Craftsmanship Competition Championship】 

 Driver Division Operator Division Office (Telephone) 
Division 

Number of Participants 20 18 29 
Winner Keiichi Tanaka,  

Hanshin Branch 
Hideaki Tanaka, 
Keiji Main Branch 

Mutsumi Komoto, 
Chugoku Piano 
Transport, Co., Ltd. 

Second Place Atsushi Kusuda,  
Mie Branch 

Katsuya Kodama, 
Keiji East Branch 

Tomomi Moriyama, 
Kitakyushu Branch 

Third Place Tadayuki Arimura, 
Minamikyushu Branch 

Kiyoshi Matsumoto, 
Minami Kyushu Senko 
Co., Ltd. 

Masayuki Mizuguchi, 
Sapporo Senko Transport 
Co., Ltd. 
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